
 

 

* 6 Days 5 Nights Korea, DMZ + Mt Seorak Tour * 
(Kimchi Package) 

 
 

 

Day 1  Arrival in Seoul                    (No Meal) 
Welcome to Seoul 
Arrive in Incheon airport, welcome and assist by our local representative for your transfer to 
hotel. 
 
 
 

Day 2  Seoul                   (Breakfast, Lunch) 
Seoul City Explorer Tour 

Enjoy a morning tour to Unhyeongung Palace, the royal 
residence of Gojong, the 26th King of the Joseon dynasty. This 
historical site was used as a filming location of the popular K-
Drama “Goblin”. Next, visit the Local Product Store and have the 
opportunity to purchase Korea’s ancient health secrets including 
Ginseng, Red pine, Korean herb and Diet-Beauty Mi, as well as 

Korean cosmetics at attractive prices. Join in a fun session of Kimchi-making and Dress-up 
in Hanbok to have your photos taken in traditional Korean outfit. Thereafter, visit COEX 
Mall, the largest underground shopping mall in Asia, which houses a wide range of stores 
and brands for all ages. Take photos in front of PSY’s Gangnam Style Statue and take a 
look at the Starfield Library, located in the center of the mall, with over 50,000 books on 
display.  Drop off at Myeongdong Station. 
 
 

Day 3  Seoul                    (Breakfast) 
Korean Drama Tour 

Embark on a tour to the popular Korean drama filming sites. Start your 
day with a tour to Petite France, a French cultural village set in the 
Korean countryside, inspired by the story of “The Little Prince”. It is 
fast gaining its popularity after being featured in favourite Korean 
dramas such as “Secret Garden” and “My Love from the Star”. 
Continue tour to Nami Island, well-known for its beautiful tree-lined 
roads. Many scenes in the famous Korean drama “Winter Sonata” 
were filmed here. 
Pick up at designated subway station. Drop off at Myeongdong Station. 

 
 
 
 
 

SIC Tour     Good for 2 Pax Travel     Every Monday Departure     Price frSGD668 per pax 



 

 

* 6 Days 5 Nights Korea, DMZ + Mt Seorak Tour * 
(Kimchi Package) 

 

Day 4  Seoul                    (Breakfast) 
Tour Border to North Korea 

Head out on day tour to the Korean Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), which divided North and 
South Korea during the Korean War. Drive along Freedom Road, which stretches along the 
banks of the Imjin River and stop at Imjingak Park to see artillery used during the Korean 
War. Continue to Unification Bridge. The bridge is more like a symbolic bridge built back in 
1998, wishing unification between two nations. Next, proceed to DMZ Exhibition Hall to 
browse war artifacts and photographs. Check out the 3rd 
Infiltration Tunnel, located beneath the border of North Korea 
and South Korea, before heading to the Dora Observatory, where 
you will look through telephoto lenses and observe the Village of 
Kijongdong as your guide describes life on the other side. The 
final stop is Paju Premium Outlets, featuring 160 designer and 

name brand outlet stores, offering up to 65% savings every day in an upscale, outdoor setting. 
Pick up at designated subway station. Drop off at Myeongdong Station. 
 
 

Day 5  Seoul                    (Breakfast) 
UNESCO World Heritage Tour – Mount Seorak 

Today, you will be brought on a tour to Seoraksan National Park, designated a UNESCO 
Biosphere Reserve in 1982. Marvel at the beauty of Mount Seorak, the third highest 
mountain in Korea, which boasts picturesque landscape and scenery all year round. Take a 
walk along a well-maintained path and keep an eye out for a variety of animals such as 
musk deer. Enjoy a Cable Car ride up to the summit and be 
mesmerized by the amazing scenery of forests and rocky cliffs. 
Visit the castle ruins site of Gwongeumseong Fortress, which is 
believed to have been built by the 23rd King of the Goryeo period, 
Gojong. As you ascend, view the interesting rock formation of the 
Gwongeumseong region, including Ulsanbawi Rock, and watch 
the East Sea come into sight. Thereafter, visit Sinheungsa Temple to see its Giant Bronze 

Buddha, before being transferred to Sokcho Beach. 
Pick up at designated subway station. Drop off at Myeongdong Station. 
 
 

Day 6  Departure from Seoul                 (Breakfast) 
Free & Easy 
Free at own leisure till departure transfer to Incheon airport for homebound flight. 
 
 

 
Tour Code: P5FNE+1N+3TKIM 


